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Within the coming decade, the deployment of artificial intelligence (‘AI’) appears likely to have a disruptive impact on global affairs. What will such ‘globally disruptive’ AI imply for the form, function and viability of international law? I briefly sketch the long history of technological innovation driving, shaping and destroying international law. Drawing on scholarship on the relation between new technologies and international law, I argue that new technology changes legal situations both directly, by creating new entities or enabling new behaviour, and indirectly, by shifting incentives or values. I argue that development of increasingly more disruptive AI may produce three types of global legal impacts. The first is ‘legal development’ (patching); the second is ‘legal displacement’ (substitution); the third is ‘legal destruction’ (erosion). I discuss the potential impact of AI in all three modalities, and the implications for international relations. I argue that many of the challenges raised by AI could in principle be accommodated in the international law system through legal development, and that while AI may aid in compliance enforcement, the prospects for legal displacement — a shift towards an ‘automated international law’ — look slim. However, I also conclude that technical and political features of the technology will in practice render AI destructive to key areas of international law: the legal gaps it creates will be hard to patch, and the strategic capabilities it offers chip away at the rationales for powerful states to engage fully in, or comply with, international law regimes. This suggests some risk of obsolescence of distinct international law regimes.
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I INTRODUCTION: ‘GLOBALLY DISRUPTIVE’ AI AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

In recent years, the field of artificial intelligence (‘AI’) has advanced at an unprecedented pace, with remarkable and rapid gains in a wide range of performance metrics. In a technical sense, AI is ‘that activity devoted to making machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function appropriately and with foresight in its environment’.2 However, in a practical sense, AI can be understood as a general-purpose technology, for automating and improving the accuracy, speed and/or scale of machine decision-making, pattern-recognition and prediction in complex or large environments, with the aim of substituting for, or improving upon, human performance in specific tasks.

As a general-purpose technology for domain-general decision tasks, there are few things that AI might not help us with. The technology holds large promise for improving lives and addressing global challenges, such as the achievement of the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.3 Indeed, the eventual historical impact of AI has drawn comparisons to past generally-enabling ‘technologies’, such as electricity, fire or the internal combustion engine.4

At the same time, however, many experts also anticipate the deployment of profoundly disruptive AI capabilities — systems which will, directly or indirectly, spark conflict, enable oppression or inflame tensions, generating diverse and far-reaching governance challenges for the world.5 These challenges include, but are not limited to, large labour displacements and inequality,

---


3 UN Secretary-General’s Strategy on New Technologies (Report, September 2018) 8.


reinforced surveillance capabilities for authoritarian states,\(^6\) increasingly scalable cyberwarfare capabilities,\(^7\) an oligopolistic or mercantilist market structure dominated by a few leading AI companies or principals, disruptive shifts in the balance of national power or in the relative competitiveness of democratic and dictatorial states,\(^8\) a fundamental revolution in the decision-making character of warfare and tactical or strategic (nuclear) instability.\(^9\) What are the causes and effects of ‘global disruption’ by AI?

On the ‘cause’ (or input) side, just as AI is itself not one single technology but many, the class of ‘globally disruptive’ AI (‘GDAI’) denotes a broad set of AI applications and capabilities. The threshold of ‘global disruption’ in principle extends to future breakthroughs in AI capabilities, though it does not presume or require them. At its floor, it arguably applies to a number of currently prototyped or plausibly imminent AI systems which can be used to far-reaching political or strategic effect.\(^10\) Near its ceiling, the class would also extend to future, more advanced systems, including hypothetical ‘artificial general intelligence’,\(^11\) if or when it is developed.\(^12\) Either way, the key criterion is that this concerns AI applications that, once (or if) deployed, require governance, legal or regulatory coordination on a global level to be adequately addressed. This does not mean that such challenges are all revolutionary: for AI to be ‘globally disruptive’ denotes a lower threshold (though no upper ceiling) for disruption than that invoked by comparisons to ‘general-purpose technologies’ such as fire or electricity, or that invoked in the definition of ‘transformative AI’ as AI that

---


\(^10\) Dafoe (n 5).


\(^12\) Estimates differ widely as to when, if ever, this benchmark might be achieved. One recent survey indicated that AI researchers assign a 50% chance to AI outperforming humans in all tasks within the next 45 years: Katja Grace et al, ‘When Will AI Exceed Human Performance? Evidence from AI Experts’ (2018) 62 *Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research* 729, 730.
‘precipitates a transition comparable to (or more significant than) the agricultural or industrial revolution’.13

On the ‘effect’ (or output) side, ‘global disruption’ covers a spectrum of possible impacts; certain AI applications might be disruptive in a simply ‘positional’ sense, involving changes to which particular states — for example, the United States or China — are dominant or exert the most power within the international system, while leaving the broader rules of that system intact.14 However, disruption is also manifested through more general shifts in the nature or structural dynamics of (international) society. It might involve, for instance, a shift in the relative balance of power between types of actors, away from states and towards non-state actors (whether civil society or private actors). Finally, disruption may also be manifested through shifts in the manner in which actors seek to exercise power (from military force to computational propaganda) or in changes in the main terms by which actors come to conceive of, measure and pursue power or (national) interest (eg, data, global public opinion, oil reserves, population, soft power or territory).

Admittedly, this definition of global disruption may be leaky and contested: establishing an appropriate baseline against which to measure or mark whether an impact of AI has been ‘disruptive’ to the existing balance of power or extant societal dynamics is a critical and challenging question. Likewise, it may be difficult to draw a clear line between disruption that is unambiguously ‘technological’ (directly driven by AI capabilities) and more indirect disruptions that appear ‘non-technological’ (eg, gradual changes to public values such as the appreciation of data privacy) or at most as a side effect of the use of AI.15 The existing literature on the regulation of technology has emphasised this difficulty of pinning down a workable definition of ‘technology’ or drawing a clear line to distinguish ‘technology-driven change’ from more general societal change. However, for this article, I draw on a broad concept of ‘sociotechnical change’, which, as articulated by Lyria Bennett Moses, is focused not purely on artefacts but also on behaviour — on the new things, entities and actions that a technology makes possible.16 To paraphrase a witticism from computer science: all concepts are wrong; some concepts are useful.17


15 I thank one anonymous referee for these points.


Whichever labels we choose to use, and however we draw the exact threshold for global disruption, the rise of AI is clearly set to lead to urgent new questions for global governance. Equally important, however, this revolution also raises new challenges for the tools of such governance, including international law. There has been an established body of literature which examines how new technology in general can affect or disrupt law. Others have identified the particular policy and regulatory challenges posed by AI, as well as the relevant institutional competencies of the common law tort system, expert agencies or national legislatures in mitigating risks. At a global level, there is an incipient field of study examining potential global governance approaches to these diverse AI challenges. Of course, much of this work to date has focused on the issue of lethal autonomous weapon systems; although some recent work has extended these discussions into examining a broader range of prospective military AI systems. Recent years have also seen the promulgation of diverse sets of ‘AI ethics’ and guidelines by a wide range of actors and states. Others have begun

---


to concretely explore possible avenues or arrangements by which international law might effectively govern the challenges posed by AI systems in the near term, as well as eventual systemic risks posed by advanced AI systems in the longer term.

However, with a few exceptions, there has been less work examining how AI will affect international law. Yet, prior to bringing international law to bear on regulating GDAI systems, it is pertinent to ask how AI will affect the integrity, viability, form and relevance of that international law system itself. How will applications of this technology affect specific domains within international law or the general scaffolding of this order? Will these challenges be trivial (on reflection requiring minimal or no change), tractable (able to be accommodated through some legal change) or terminal (beyond the scope of the instruments or concepts of the existing legal order)?

In what follows, I will not seek to provide any definite answers but instead sketch what I hope is an exploratory framework for exploring these questions. In Part II, I provide a brief background on the longstanding history of technological innovation driving change in international law. In Part III, I provide the body of the argument, assessing three types of legal impacts which AI systems may have on international law. The first is ‘legal development’ (patching), the second is ‘legal displacement’ (substitution) and the third is ‘legal destruction’ (erosion). In unfolding this argument, I will draw on a number of analytical frameworks which have previously been developed in the context of scholarship on the interaction between technology and law.

II TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW: AN ABRIDGED HISTORY

The relative lack of attention to the ways in which AI might affect international law is curious, since, as noted by Colin Picker, technological innovations have driven the ‘creation, modification, or destruction of international law’ throughout history. Even in pre-modern societies, the technologies that enabled the agricultural revolution created a need for exclusive

---


26 See, eg, Thomas Burri, ‘International Law and Artificial Intelligence’ (2017) 60 German Yearbook of International Law 91.

and persistent control of land, which led to the first (tacit) expression of concepts of sovereignty and diplomatic relations.\textsuperscript{28} Advances in ship and navigation technologies during the 16\textsuperscript{th} and 17\textsuperscript{th} centuries increased coastal states’ ability to project military force and exclude rivals from trade routes, which offered the impetus for Hugo Grotius’ seminal articulation of the principle of \textit{mare liberum} (freedom of the seas) in response, considered by some to be the founding moment for international law.\textsuperscript{29}

The development and proliferation of new military technologies enabled unforeseen brutality in several major systemic wars, which motivated key developments in international law. For instance, the proliferation and use of gunpowder weaponry in the Thirty Years’ War contributed to the states party’s willingness to forestall a repeat of that war’s brutality through the \textit{Treaty of Westphalia} in 1648.\textsuperscript{30} In the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, the technology-enhanced nightmares of trench warfare during the First World War and the nuclear shadow of the Second World War contributed to the establishment of the Permanent Court of International Justice and the UN, respectively.\textsuperscript{31} In these cases, the new technology-enabled (threat of) unprecedented bloodshed generated at least part of the critical political momentum necessary for landmark legal innovations aimed at mitigating avenues for future turbulence and conflict, or at containing its horror.\textsuperscript{32}

Specific technologies can also upset ‘narrow’ legal regimes. At the 1907 Second Hague Conference, the \textit{Convention Relative to the Creation of an International Prize Court} was proposed to hear cases regarding the capturing of prizes (material, mostly ships) during wartime.\textsuperscript{33} As it was, the initiative soon proved abortive: its political prospects were never promising, and by 1912, it was clear the proposed Prize Court was dead in the water as it became evident that major naval powers would refuse to ratify the key 1909 \textit{Declaration concerning the Laws of Naval War}.\textsuperscript{34} Nonetheless, the \textit{Convention} marked history’s first treaty proposal for a truly international court. Yet, even had it been politically successful, the rapid technological change at the time would have plausibly made its mission and role moot before long. Specifically, the eventual advent of submarine warfare saw a shift in the practical nature of naval warfare that would

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid 158.
\textsuperscript{29} Ibid 160–3.
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid 163.
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid 163–4 n 37.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid 163–4. For a survey of the rationales motivating various historical arms control efforts (examined in light of a possible autonomous weapons ban), see also Paul Scharre, \textit{Army of None: Autonomous Weapons and the Future of War} (WW Norton, 2018) 331–45 (‘Army of None’).
have challenged or superseded many of the Court’s key operational assumptions. In contrast with surface navy vessels, submarines relied on surprise and stealth; they found it hard to clearly or reliably distinguish merchant from navy vessels while submerged and were vulnerable to small arms fire if they surfaced to issue warnings or request right of visit and search. Moreover, submarines at any rate did not have the spare space to carry enemy prize crew back to port. Indeed, the tactical and operational demands of the technological shift towards submarine warfare would also prove a thorn in the side of subsequent tools of international law aimed at regulating naval warfare. For example, Rebecca Crootof has discussed how the 1930 Limitation and Reduction of Naval Armament (London Naval Treaty) and the 1936 Limitation of Naval Armament (Second London Naval Treaty) — which held that submarines were not distinct from surface warships, and as such were also bound by the prohibition against attacking enemy merchant vessels without first ensuring the safety of their sailors — became functionally eroded by a subsequently developed customary international law of submarine warfare, as the abovementioned tactical and logistical constraints on submarine operation came to be far more determinative of actual practices than were the extant treaty instruments nominally in force. In fact, Crootof argues that this customary norm, which matured in the Second World War, effectively expanded states’ rights with regard to the lawful use of submarines, rendering the older treaties ‘dead letter’.

She describes this as an illustration of a broader pattern whereby technological developments continuously (or iteratively) challenge or bypass existing governance approaches, leaving in their wake ‘jurisprudential space junk’; collections of fragmented, hard-to-amend treaty regimes which ‘are theoretically in force but actually simply clutter and confuse the relevant legal regime’.

In the post-war era, technological developments have played decisive roles in the initial formulation and course of development of diverse areas of international law, from the law of the sea to the international law of fisheries, and from non-proliferation regimes for modern weapons of mass destruction to space law. Moreover, in the last three decades, advances in communication technologies — and specifically the internet — have significantly enhanced information exchange, altering the institutional and logistical landscape of international law formation and enforcement. For one, the greater dissemination of information enabled by the internet can make it easier for states to learn about

36 Ibid 9.
37 Ibid 8.
39 Crootof (n 38) 114.
40 Ibid 107.
41 Ibid.
42 Picker (n 27) 164–78.
the practices and laws of others, facilitating legal harmonisation. Moreover, it renders it easier for states party to locate and apply evidence for customary international law.\textsuperscript{43}

On a process level, communication technologies have also shaped the creation of international law. For instance, travel and communications technologies have made treaty negotiation ‘faster and easier’,\textsuperscript{44} as state representatives can receive more rapid guidance and approval; a shift noted by Louis B Sohn in 1973, when he wrote:

Now information can be transmitted quickly in both directions, and the process of final approval can be expedited. … Thus, new application of technology and science lead not only to new rules but also to new methods of creating new rules.\textsuperscript{45}

Moreover, these communications technologies have not just sped up the development of international law but have also changed its character, as they enable more states and institutions — particularly non-governmental organisations — to mobilise for and participate in the negotiation process of treaties,\textsuperscript{46} such as the \textit{Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention}\textsuperscript{47} or the \textit{Paris Agreement}.\textsuperscript{48} On the other hand, if the internet’s apparent transparency of information has resulted in an increased democratisation of international law formation processes, its demonstrated opacity of identity also gives it a reverse face. The ability of states to interfere in each other’s affairs through deniable cyberattacks and digital (mis)information campaigns (whether by trolls or bots) is one technology-mediated strategy that has been used to considerable political effect\textsuperscript{49} and which risks hollowing out cornerstone international law concepts such as ‘state sovereignty’ or ‘state aggression’.

All of this is not to suggest that the effect of technological development on international legal concepts or instruments is always (or even ever) unidirectional, straightforward or irresistible. Nonetheless, given the historical track record of technologies serving as one vector in seminal legal change, what does all this spell for the effect of transformative AI on international law?

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid 198.
\textsuperscript{44} Crootof (n 38) 107.
\textsuperscript{46} Picker (n 27) 199.
\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on Their Destruction}, opened for signature 3 December 1997, 2056 UNTS 211 (entered into force 1 March 1999) (‘\textit{Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention}’).
III  AI AND INTERNATIONAL LAW: THREE EFFECTS

AI may change the international legal situation both directly and indirectly. Directly, it generates new legal situations by creating new legal entities or by enabling new behaviour. Indirectly, AI may shift the incentives or values for states interacting with international law. Out of this, we may distinguish three types of legal impacts effected by any sufficiently disruptive technology such as AI. The first is legal development (change of elements leading to a need for legal change to accommodate or address the new situation), the second is legal displacement (systemic substitution of regulatory modality; the ‘automation’ of international law) and the third is legal destruction (systemic disruption of key premises; erosion). I will examine all three in turn to understand the conditions under which a technology such as AI might produce manageable (non-disruptive) development or change, where it might be vulnerable to legal displacement and where it might lead to international legal destruction.

A  AI and Legal Development

Bennett Moses has argued in favour of a theory of ‘law and technological change’.

She argues that while not every technology creates the occasion or need for new litigation or legal scholarship, technological change does often create a recurring dilemma for law by creating new entities or enabling new behaviour. In her analysis, this creates four distinct types of new legal situations which call for legal development: (1) a need for new, special laws; (2) legal uncertainty; (3) incorrect scope (under- or over-inclusiveness of laws); and (4) legal obsolescence. Whilst originally developed in the context of domestic legal systems, Bennett Moses’ model nonetheless offers valuable lessons for understanding the space of legal problems generated or provoked by new technologies more broadly. Of course, there are important operational differences between national and international law; yet the insights from her model are not dependent on the specific legal toolset in question (whether domestic or international), but rather describe the features of the legal problems that are to be regulated — situations which pose problems for any normative system of law. I will therefore discuss these four types of legal situations in turn and offer some preliminary examples of how these might apply in the context of AI systems.

1  The Need for New Laws

The technology creates a straightforward need for new sui generis rules to deal with new situations or forms of conduct, or to ban a particular technology or particular applications. AI may enable new, morally problematic or politically or strategically disruptive forms of conduct — say, the systematic monitoring and control of populations through enhanced surveillance; the deployment of fully autonomous weapons or (cyber)warfare systems operationally susceptible to

---

51 Bennett Moses, ‘Recurring Dilemmas’ (n 18) 4–5.
52 Ibid 8.
53 I thank Bennett Moses for flagging this question.
emergent accidents;\textsuperscript{54} or the tracking of rival nuclear assets in ways that threaten deterrence stability.\textsuperscript{55} Such conduct may be considered hazardous and undesirable by most or all of the states involved, which therefore creates both a need and the conditions for new treaties to explicitly ban or control the development, deployment or use of these systems. In an international legal context, this might echo past (multilateral or bilateral) arms control efforts, such as the 1968 \textit{Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons}\textsuperscript{56} or the 1972 \textit{Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems}.\textsuperscript{57} While the creation of new technology-specific treaty regimes to address the gaps has not always been politically easy, the international legal system is, at least in principle, clearly capable of proposing and promulgating new legal regimes in order to address the gaps opened up by new technologies — even those as potentially transformative as AI.

2 \textit{Legal Uncertainty}

The technology creates uncertainty regarding how the existing law applies to the new forms of conduct. This includes uncertainty over how a new activity, entity or relationship will be classified, either because no adequate classification exists, because it fits into more than one existing classification and becomes subject to different, conflicting rules or because an existing category becomes ambiguous in light of the new forms of conduct.\textsuperscript{58} This may lead to a need for existing legal rules to be clarified or sharpened.\textsuperscript{59} Matthew Scherer has argued that the autonomy, opacity and unpredictability of certain AI systems might create uncertainty over concepts such as attribution, control and responsibility.\textsuperscript{60} On the other hand, Thomas Burri has argued that the case law of international


\textsuperscript{55} Lieber and Press (n 9).

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons}, opened for signature 1 July 1968, 729 UNTS 161 (entered into force 5 March 1970).


\textsuperscript{58} Bennett Moses, ‘Recurring Dilemmas’ (n 18) 26.

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid 16.

\textsuperscript{60} Scherer, ‘Regulating Artificial Intelligence Systems’ (n 20) 363–6.
The new technology creates new contexts that lead to inappropriate over-inclusiveness and under-inclusiveness of existing laws. Previously unproblematic laws are suddenly found to have an inappropriate scope. For instance, some have argued — on purely legal rather than ethical or philosophical grounds — that it may already, today, be possible to grant certain algorithms some semblance of personhood. For instance, Shawn Bayern has argued that loopholes in existing US company law might already allow for the incorporation of a limited liability company (‘LLC’) whose operating agreement places it under operational control of an AI system. After having every other (human) member withdraw, the LLC would be left with an algorithm wholly and solely in charge, functionally establishing artificially intelligent entities with legal personhood. While others have argued that courts would not interpret the relevant statutes in this way, as this outcome would be considered contrary to legislative intention, Bayern and others have since sought to extend their argument to the legal systems of Germany, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Burri has argued that, if such an entity were to be established in a European Union member state, the internal market principle of the mutual recognition of national legal personality — as established in the European Court of Justice rulings in Centros Ltd v Erhvervs-og Selskabsstyrelsen and Überseering BV v Nordic Construction Company Baumanagement GmbH — would mean that this entity would have to be recognised by all EU member states. Such legal ploys or exploits to establish AI personhood, if indeed viable,
would create potential for criminal abuse, and arguably create an inappropriate over-inclusiveness of existing laws, such that this gap should be rapidly patched through legal review or legislation.

4 Legal Obsolescence

The new technology leads to the obsolescence of particular laws, because the law is no longer needed, justified, or cost-effective to enforce. First, technology can provoke legal obsolescence because conduct that was regulated by the existing laws has itself been rendered obsolete by new technologies, such that the law is no longer needed. To understand such ‘obsolescence through obscurity’, one might consider laws governing communication by postal pigeon or by telegraph: whilst the precedent they set may certainly still provide key legal metaphors that shape the path of subsequent legal interpretation, especially in common law contexts, the laws themselves are no longer invoked. In principle, they might be struck from the books, and no citizen would even notice. Might international law ever be rendered obsolete in this manner? If, for the sake of argument, AI-steered combat platforms were to fully replace human soldiers on the battlefield, this might render moot certain jus in bello/international humanitarian law (‘IHL’) principles dictating the treatment of prisoners of war. Would such a development be a problem? That depends on whether one takes a view of IHL as being narrowly meant ‘to limit the effects of armed conflict’ on non-combatants. If so, one can argue that the removal of potential prisoners of war from the theatres of war has successfully achieved at least this sub-goal of IHL. Of course, IHL is hardly limited to the treatment of prisoners of war alone, and a more refined IHL perspective that also considers the effects of these AI combat systems on other non-combatants — such as local civilians — might still hold much force, making those parts of IHL more resilient to legal obsolescence.

Secondly, technology could lead to legal obsolescence because a rule can no longer be justified. For instance, the human right to work, as enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, appears premised on the notion that a society can provide productive employment opportunities for all its members. If, as some argue, AI systems will be able to surpass human beings in more and more fields, this right may become obsolete.


69 See Burri, ‘International Law and Artificial Intelligence’ (n 26) 95–8.

70 Bennett Moses, ‘Recurring Dilemmas’ (n 18) 46–8.


more skills, simply rendering large swathes of jobs obsolete and a large population permanently and hopelessly unemployable, that cornerstone assumption (admittedly always an aspirational rather than an enforceable right) might have to be substantially revised or reconsidered. More concretely, the changes in the employment market might render large parts of the legal regime built up by the International Labour Organization (hundreds of treaties, as well as extensive soft law) moot.

Thirdly, technology might lead to legal obsolescence because a rule is no longer cost-effective to enforce. To take one (perhaps slightly quixotic) example: while AI could help in the general monitoring, modelling and prediction of human rights abuses or episodes of mass violence, AI-produced “DeepFakes” techniques could also enable the at-scale forging of video documentation — say, of presumed human rights abuses. Indeed, scholars have raised the possibility that such DeepFakes may adversely affect the probative value of (video) evidence — not just in domestic courts, but also in the sense that it could erode the epistemological foundation of international journalism, human rights investigations or judicial proceedings. The use of DeepFakes could enable malicious (or politically interested) actors to swamp human rights bodies or media observers with fake reports which could only be revealed as such after laborious analysis. Such strategies would simultaneously erode the credibility of genuine reports and impose heavy costs on these organisations, rendering effective monitoring and enforcement of human rights norms more difficult yet.

These situations demonstrate how AI might drive legal change by creating new entities, enabling new behaviour, or by shifting incentives of actors. Bennett Moses and others argue that these four cases — the need for new laws, legal uncertainty, incorrect scope and legal obsolescence — demonstrate how technology can create an intractable recurring dilemma; a problem against which legal systems cannot be future-proofed. Nonetheless, the above discussion also shows that in many cases, abstract legal notions are flexible enough to be invoked, reinterpreted or adapted to these new situations: in that sense, legal development is almost always possible in principle. Discussing the
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74 Grace et al (n 12).
76 Cf Part III(A)(2).
79 Bennett Moses, ‘Recurring Dilemmas’ (n 18).
80 Friedman (n 18) 85.
international law context, Picker echoes Bennet Moses’ emphasis on legal development, arguing that technological innovations may drive change in international law by causing states to:

(1) agree to modify their behavior (usually through the device of a treaty); (2) abandon previously agreed behavior (abandonment of treaties); (3) abandon the effort to agree on new behavior (abandonment of treaty formation); (4) engage in new practices that eventually are accepted by the global community (creating customary international law); (5) abandon previously widely accepted customs (abandonment of customary international law); or (6) accept peremptory obligations (creating ius cogens).81

Many of the above-discussed scenarios of AI, while at times challenging to international law as it exists, might arguably be well-accommodated within that system through routine legal development by new customary international law, peremptory obligations or treaties. The pertinent question then becomes whether such legal development to patch the ‘holes’ in international law is actually politically feasible. I will turn to that question later in Part III(C), but I will first discuss the prospects of AI displacing international law.

**B AI and Legal Displacement**

So far, I have discussed how distinct uses of AI systems could drive legal change and the development of international law. Before I turn to the separate question of whether such development might be politically feasible (or whether AI systems might instead frustrate and erode such developments), an additional question can be asked: to what extent might AI systems be used to ‘displace’ or ‘substitute for’ international law? One can consider two subcategories of legal displacement by AI: first, legal automation — using AI in the production and enforcement of ‘normative’ international law; and, secondly, legal replacement — using AI to facilitate a shift in the fundamental ‘regulatory modality’ of international law by enabling the non-normative ‘technological management’ or ‘nudging’ of state behaviour.

1 **The Automation of International Law**

In the first, more modest case; can we automate international law? Could AI be used in the production or enforcement of ‘normative’ international law? The latter case of enforcement seems straightforward: for many years, technologies such as signals intelligence, satellites, arrays of (seismic, hydroacoustic, infrasound and radionuclide) monitoring stations and — aided by arrangements such as the 1992 Treaty on Open Skies — surveillance or radionuclide ‘sniffer’ aircraft have all played (stated and unstated) roles in enabling states party to monitor and verify each other’s (non)compliance with treaty commitments or

---

81 Picker (n 27) 156.
peremptory norms under international law.\textsuperscript{82} Moreover, as argued by Steven Livingston and Mathias Risse, 21st-century digital technology — particularly the proliferation of mobile phones, commercial high-resolution imaging satellites and social media — has already begun to enable near-ubiquitous surveillance, not just by states and corporations, but also by non-state actors, such as human rights observers, journalists and open-source (citizen) investigation networks such as Bellingcat or the Syrian Archive.\textsuperscript{83} Such analyses have already played a role in war crime investigations; in 2017, digital sleuths located Libyan execution sites by triangulating geographical features in execution videos posted to social media to detailed satellite photographs, resulting in a 2017 International Criminal Court indictment for the arrest of Mahmoud Mustafa Busayf Al-Werfalli, a Libyan warlord.\textsuperscript{84} While much of this analysis is presently done by humans, substantial portions of it could be automated or enhanced by machine learning. Berenice Boutin has likewise suggested that AI’s ability to access, collect and analyse large swaths of data could play a similar role in strengthening our ability to monitor states’ compliance with international law, by detecting (or even predicting) violations.\textsuperscript{85} For instance, she refers to the examples of Protection Assistant for Wildlife Security (‘PAWS’) — a system that utilises machine learning to model and predict the activities of poachers\textsuperscript{86} — as well as the use of the ‘Sentry’ system, which provides Syrian civilians with early warning of incoming airstrikes.\textsuperscript{87} Developer Hala Systems suggests that the use of Sentry through 2018 has resulted in an estimated 20–27% reduction in


casualty rates in bombarded Syrian cities. The use of AI in ‘massively parallel DNA sequencing’ has increased the scientific accuracy and efficiency of forensic investigations, potentially allowing human rights groups to uncover evidence of war crimes otherwise unavailable. Miles Brundage has similarly argued that AI can play a role in monitoring compliance with treaties in areas such as arms control, cybercrime or environmental remediation. Moreover, through monitoring and anomaly detection, AI could play a role in the consolidation of an understanding of state practices that underpin customary international law. While the scaling up of such capabilities is not guaranteed to happen by itself, such use cases seem to be straightforward and compelling examples of ways in which AI might not so much displace international law, but rather strengthen it by helping to address or at least mitigate longstanding problems and by improving its practical functioning and force.

More controversially, could AI systems also be embedded into the processes creating international law? As noted previously, the rise of communication technologies and the internet affected not just the substance of international law, but also its institutional, informational and logistical dynamics, yielding both greater democratisation as well as new challenges to sovereignty. Likewise, unilateral usage of AI systems by various actors will certainly come to play a role in changing the character of diplomacy and international negotiations in the coming decades. For example, in summer 2018, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China reportedly started using an AI system as a strategic decision support system, providing ranges of options and risk assessment assistance to its diplomats. However, such ‘unilateral’ applications of AI may have some limitations: to accurately model the reactions or negotiation strategies of other states, these AI systems must be trained on relevant data. Such data will often be messy, unstructured and unclear, thus impeding meaningful analysis. Even where the data stream is clear and structured (eg, a rival state official’s Twitter feed), there is the risk of that rival spoofing the data channel in order to engage in ‘data poisoning’, throw off the AI system and affect negotiations in their favour. However, even if such applications were viable, and even if other states and parties would allow themselves to be ‘nudged’ in such a manner, that would arguably not be international law, but rather a new form of unilateral ‘soft power’ exertion in order to shape the creation of international law.
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So, is it instead conceivable to use AI to strengthen the production or adjudication processes of international law? It is important to be clear about what this does and does not mean. There has been much discussion, in recent years, on the phenomenon of ‘legal automation’ in domestic legal practice. In diverse sectors, from contract to administrative law, and from tax to criminal law, AI systems have begun automating routine jobs of the legal trade, and they have begun to outperform legal experts or judges at predicting legally relevant information, either the outcome of cases or matters such as re-offense rates. This has led some scholars to project the image of an increasing automation of the legal systems, with legal rules and standards becoming progressively replaced by algorithmically-tailored ‘micro-directives’ that can predict, ex ante, what an ex post judicial decision would have held in every specific case. In some readings, this process may spark a slow but steady development towards a presumptive, eventual ‘legal singularity’ — a state wherein the laws of a specific area such as tax law are ‘completely specified’ in an unfathomably complex but queriable model that is in equilibrium with the desires of society.

But if such ‘legal automation’ is even possible for domestic legal systems, could it ever make the leap to the international law sphere? Indeed, in some supranational contexts, using AI to predict rulings does appear possible. This is evident in the case of an AI algorithm which, after being trained on 584 cases tried by the European Court of Human Rights, managed to predict the outcome of new cases with 79% accuracy. Nonetheless, it appears unlikely that AI will
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displace humans in many aspects of the production and adjudication of international law. As Burri has argued, domestic legal areas such as national tax law are susceptible to legal automation because the case law in these areas is ‘extensive, dense, homogeneous, and structured’ and has defined variables.\textsuperscript{100} By contrast, the sources to which international law refers — such as (broadly worded) conventions, customary international law and decisions of the ICJ\textsuperscript{101} — constitute datasets that are too small, fuzzy and heterogeneous for any AI algorithm (short of hypothetical, future, near-human level systems) to work with.\textsuperscript{102} Moreover, the use of such systems to generate evidence — let alone adjudicate — on politically contested subjects is likely to be highly curtailed, at best. This is somewhat problematic for advocates of AI, as international law is hardly short on politically contested subjects. At the same time, care should be taken not to cast legal automation in too binary terms. Even if fully automated legislation or adjudication seems unlikely for the reasons enumerated above, it would seem an even greater stretch to pretend that international law has absolutely nothing to be gained from the use of AI. Instead, it seems plausible that there are subsets of tasks suited to AI within the treaty-making and adjudication processes of international law, where such automation can lead to functional improvements and therefore some limited measure of legal displacement (or, in another framing, legal ‘upgrading’).\textsuperscript{103}

2 The Technological Replacement of International Law

So far, I have discussed the ‘automation’ of international law. However, even if AI were to be used to change the ‘input’ of international law (eg, the process of treaty negotiation or adjudication), or strengthen its enforcement, this would not yet change the nature of the ‘output’ of those processes (ie normative rules). ‘Legal automation’ therefore would not change the core, normative regulatory modality of international law. It would not change the manner in which this system seeks to regulate and change state behaviour. I therefore turn to the second, more speculative case of legal displacement — that is, ‘replacement’, involving a shift in the ‘regulatory modality’ of international law, away from normative rules, towards the technologically-mediated ‘management’ or ‘nudging’ of state behaviour, by rendering certain types of undesired behaviour technologically difficult or even impossible.

This pertains to debates over technologically-driven shifts in ‘regulatory modalities’: Roger Brownsword has argued that new technologies introduce a ‘double disruption’ to law.\textsuperscript{104} First, they affect the substance of legal rules.\textsuperscript{105} Secondly, they drive a regulatory shift, away from seeking to shape behaviour by normative codes or laws and towards the use of non-normative ‘technological
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management’ as a new possible and dominant regulatory modality.\textsuperscript{106} This is not the same as mere use of technology for surveillance (whether centralised or through decentralised social credit), which would be to use technology to monitor ‘regulatee’ compliance with the normative laws. In contrast, technological management involves the use of technology to change the choice ‘architecture’ of regulatees in such a way as to render undesired behaviour functionally impossible (or very difficult), rather than illegal.\textsuperscript{107} It should be made clear that ‘non-normative’, here, does not mean ‘objective’ or somehow removed from social or political goals. Rather, it draws on an operational distinction. Laws or social norms are ‘normative’ — they involve an explicit appeal to the regulatee to follow a certain norm — whereas systems of ‘technological management’ (or, less dramatically, nudge architectures) are ‘non-normative’ in so far as they no longer explicitly invoke or present a social norm with which the regulatee should align their behaviour. Rather, such systems simply present a (technologically) shaped environment which renders certain choice options impossible (or at least invisible). At a domestic level, this raises the spectre of AI systems (and other information technologies) being deployed in order to ‘hypernudge’\textsuperscript{108} citizens into what has been called an ‘algocracy’.\textsuperscript{109}

The ethical and political ramifications of such systems aside, what does this connote for the very concept of international law as law? In contrast to Bennett Moses’ earlier point about technological change resulting in the ‘obsolescence’ of specific laws, the practice of ‘technological management’ would entail a structural obsolescence (by displacement) of normative law in general, and it might even challenge the way that societies have theorised the essential features, forms and foundations of legality and of laws.\textsuperscript{110} Within a domestic legal context, such shifts to technological management may turn out to be fundamental and drive a shift away from traditional legal ‘coherentist’ accounts of law (which focus on the internal consistency and integrity of legal doctrine) towards ‘regulatory-instrumentalist’ or ‘technocratic’ approaches (which involve considerations of instrumentally effective responses).\textsuperscript{111}

What about an international law context? Could a similar shift occur at the international level, with normative international law experiencing structural obsolescence as it is displaced by (AI-mediated) technological management? The idea that certain technologies might compel or render impossible behaviour even amongst states is not entirely impossible — compare the possible use of blockchain ledgers as a ‘trustless’ technology that would bypass the need for trusted third-parties, and which would preclude tampering even by (most)
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Hypothetically, one could entertain the idea of scaling up AI cyberwarfare systems into some type of independent ‘AI leviathan’, charged with tracking, tracing and isolating or disabling any computer systems engaged in large-scale cyberattack against a state. However, given the obvious operational and political challenges of such a fraught experiment, it is unclear if ‘technological management’ could scale. States are not citizens, and it seems hard to conceive of embedded choice architectures that would render something truly technologically impossible for states (although surveillance and intelligence technologies might well render many things impossible for states to do undetected). It is also unclear when, if ever, such an explicit and irrevocable forfeiture of sovereignty might be politically acceptable to most states. Of course, this might be the case if certain states or stakeholders in international law (perceive that they) are set to lose ground because of the proliferation of certain AI capabilities and if it also might be rational to forfeit certain privileges or power in order to secure their position against further disruption.\(^{113}\)

The above discussion does not mean that AI cannot informally and indirectly change the dynamics of international law creation for the better. The ability of AI systems to identify novel, hidden patterns and to predict emerging challenges or trends can help aggregate evidence of state practice to speed up the creation or accumulation of customary international law. At any rate, such systems could well be used to inform ‘smarter’ global governance approaches to complex problems in areas where international interests are broadly aligned.\(^{114}\) Even if it does not directly automate or apply to international judicial decision-making, AI could still strengthen international law across many regimes or areas of implementation and enable it to better achieve the goals of maintaining peace, protecting human rights and resolving interstate conflict. At the problem formulation stage, for instance, applications of AI can help in improving our understanding of the problems to be addressed, including underappreciated second-order aspects of existing challenges (such as the link between regional climate change and civil conflict).\(^{115}\) They can help improve the effectiveness, speed and quality of international negotiations by evening out the diplomatic playing field for small states,\(^{116}\) or even by enabling more direct citizen participation or input in the debates and processes of global governance.

In sum, AI may only drive limited processes of legal displacement; its clearest use may be in strengthening the monitoring and enforcement of international law, in supporting some aspects of adjudication and in guiding more informed policymaking or governance approaches more generally. In these limited (but important) ways, AI may in fact strengthen the international law system, not weaken it.
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C  AI and Legal Destruction

A popular adage in Silicon Valley is ‘Amara’s Law’ (after US futurologist Roy Amara), which holds that ‘we tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and underestimate the effect in the long run’. 117 It is easy to overstate the impact of a technology, whether on global society or on its ordering principles.

Nonetheless, while the discussion on legal development in Part III(A) suggested that a number of the disruptions (new entities or behaviours; shifted incentives) created by AI could in principle be accommodated into international law through legal development, in this part I will argue that AI may, in practice, prove to be a technology resistant to such accommodation and that it may even contribute, indirectly or directly, to the erosion of certain operating conditions for international law as a system.

There is a soft and a hard version of the argument pertaining to legal destruction.

1 Legal Erosion: AI as Intractable Puzzle for International Law

The ‘soft’ argument holds that AI systems combine a number of features that ensure they (and the changes they create) will not be easily handled, and that there may be insufficient international political agreement or leeway to carry out at least some of the important international legal developments or ‘patches’ specified above, 118 functionally making it an intractable challenge or puzzle to international law. This is not to suggest that AI systems would be the only or first technology to threaten such non-incorporation. For instance, Michael Glennon has argued that both the laws of war and international regulation of weapons are premised on the notion of attributability of attacks, and that in so far as cyber weapons render it easy to sidestep easy, reliable or timely identification, it is not surprising that there has been relatively little meaningful international law regulation of this technology. 119

Likewise, Picker has identified a number of common issues that arise at the interface of technological change and international law. 120 One problem is timing: international law can be very slow to accrete and react to challenges. Under the best of circumstances, customary international law may be created in as little as 10 to 15 years. 121 While treaty processes are somewhat faster, 122 both are still extremely slow compared to technologies that can rapidly bypass the status quo, forcing a re-evaluation of treaties.

However, while failure to be proactive is problematic, the problem of stepping into a regime before it is clear how a technology works also creates problems. 123 Examples are found in the early legal scholarship during the 1950s and ‘60s on
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regulating what was expected to be the imminent technological capabilities of weather control, or the deep seabed mining provisions of the *United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea*, which ultimately may have jumped the gun on the imminence and maturity of such seafloor mineral exploitation technologies. The problem with AI is that, rather than a single technology, its performance in diverse applications can depend on parallel developments in computer hardware, data availability and (various schools of) software, rendering reliable, trusted predictions difficult.

Indeed, fast-moving emerging technologies — such as AI, nanotechnology and synthetic biology — create their own, unique sets of challenges, which potentially render them politically contentious to international law regimes (and perhaps to many other governance strategies in general). For one, many of these technologies, far from being narrow and domain-specific, offer breadth and potential power. Their very versatility introduces pervasive uncertainty as to the future course of their development and use. This makes it hard for different states to accurately project and anticipate the social impacts of the technology. Indeed, this is exacerbated by the fact that rather than a single ‘technological trajectory’, these technologies often comprise a host of diverse clusters in schools of development and application, which can advance at different rates (creating uneven, stop-start advancement in different applications), or suddenly ‘unlock’ new capabilities in and for each other. The convergence of multiple technologies (that may speed up one another’s development, or affect one another’s modes of application), or even simply their simultaneous development and introduction, render regulatory oversight difficult at a national level, and treaty negotiation perilous at an international one.

In addition to these general factors of technological change and features specific to general ‘transformational’ technologies, there are features specific to AI technology that further complicate its effective regulation under international (and national) law. As Scherer has argued, AI research and development processes are distinguished by problematic features, namely, that it is ‘Discreet, Diffuse, Discrete, and Opaque’. It will be useful to take these in turn.

First, AI development is often discreet, as little physical infrastructure is required. AI projects can be developed without the mass institutional frameworks that were necessary for building industrial capacity in the last century, and without the signature ingredients — such as uranium or certain chemical agents — necessary for building strategically pivotal weapons of mass destruction. Of course, this difference should not be overstated: cutting-edge AI research and
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applications still require large amounts of computational power or hardware.\textsuperscript{129} For instance, recent years have seen extremely large increases in the level of compute used in the top AI training runs — an exponential increase with a three and a half month doubling time (compared to an 18-month doubling time for Moore’s Law),\textsuperscript{130} resulting in a staggering 300,000-time increase between 2012 and 2018.\textsuperscript{131} On the other hand, the amount of compute necessary for deploying already-trained systems is far lower than that used in the training; not all competitive or useful AI capabilities will come with such prohibitively restrictive hardware requirements;\textsuperscript{132} the cost of computing continues to steadily fall; and, at any rate, the sheer ubiquity of computing hardware in modern society, and its dual-use nature, renders it far more difficult to restrict.\textsuperscript{133}

Secondly, AI development is discrete, as separate components may be designed in a decentralised manner, without top-down coordination, with the full potential not becoming apparent until they are brought together in a new application — although this may not be the case for certain (especially military) AI applications.\textsuperscript{134}

Thirdly, AI development is diffuse, as software development can be geographically and organisationally dispersed and may involve actors in diverse and potentially unknown jurisdictions — as is often the case with open-source software.\textsuperscript{135}

Fourthly, AI development is opaque, as the technologies are not well understood by regulators, and outsiders or inspectors cannot reliably detect
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features in an AI system under development. One can also compare the so-called ‘Volkswagen problem’; a 2015 scandal involving the reveal of ‘defeat device’ algorithms in Volkswagen on-board vehicle computers. These algorithms detected when a car was undergoing official tests and accordingly altered the engine’s nitrogen oxide emissions to feign compliance with environmental standards. Similar modules could be installed in military or cyberwarfare AI systems, rendering effective and credible verification of arms control treaties precarious.

Moreover, AI regulation is complicated by the difficulty of fixing a single definition of what AI actually is. The opacity of AI systems, their heterogeneity in architectures and the deniability of their use in certain contexts (eg, cyberwar) may impede the formation of customary international law on these uses, in a similar way as has been observed (or rather has not been observed) with ‘conventional’ cyber weapons or intelligence operations.

In contrast, relying on treaties or negotiations may not suffice either, since at a political level, AI technology is set to be particularly contested. Picker has noted that one recurring challenge to international law involves ‘unevenly shared technology’. This creates both epistemic problems (not all states have the requisite technological know-how to understand what regulation is needed, or even to appreciate that it is needed) as well as political problems (states can have different stakes and interests). As it is, leading AI systems are set to be developed by or within a relatively small subset of states; the extent to which it can proliferate further is unclear and may sensitively depend on the degree to which performance is differentially determined and constrained by hardware or software. The sheer range of AI applications renders it hard for states party to come to an agreement on the risks of a strategically appealing technology, if that technology does not have a clear ‘type specimen’ application, or if certain capabilities are hidden.

Moreover, software has features that have, at least in some cases, made it resistant to regulation. It has been argued, for instance, that traditional arms control regimes have not been successful in the realm of cyberspace because of several different strategic features of the technologies in question. As also noted by Paul Scharre, historical non-proliferation or arms control efforts have seen the greatest success when they sought to completely outlaw a weapon,
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rather than set up complicated rules about how such systems may and may not be used.\textsuperscript{144} This echoes Thomas Schelling’s observation that

the most powerful limitations, the most appealing ones, the ones most likely to be observable in wartime, are those that have a conspicuousness and simplicity, that are qualitative and not a matter of degree, that provide recognizable boundaries.\textsuperscript{145}

Digital or virtual technologies, which are not a single ‘technology’, do not lend themselves so naturally to the articulation of such a simple, discrete or complete ban.

Likewise, the various non-proliferation and arms control regimes for nuclear weapons were able to invoke unambiguous red lines — an outright ban on military development or use — against horizontal proliferation. Simultaneously, they were able to utilise measurable, objective benchmarks for restraining vertical proliferation, in the form of clearly quantified and comparable caps on any of a range of metrics, such as the number of deployed missiles, the maximum number of warheads mountable on each missile, or their total throw-weight or yield.\textsuperscript{146} By contrast, it is difficult to measure the relative strength of states in cyberspace or with AI systems.\textsuperscript{147} Moreover, as with cyber weapons, there may be uncertainty regarding the efficacy of military AI technology, challenges with monitoring compliance and difficulties with enforcement.\textsuperscript{148}

We can now sum up the ‘soft’ argument for legal destruction. Even though international law is in principle capable of the developments necessary to fix the legal problems created by AI systems,\textsuperscript{149} in practice, these systems will likely prove highly resistant to the sources and tools available to international law. Customary international law is slow and requires clear evidence of state practice (which is not present with ‘hidden’ capabilities such as cyberwarfare AIs, or which is hindered by definitional problems around AI). Treaties usually require that both states party have roughly even stakes in the technology, clear expectations of benefit for abiding by the treaty, the ability to jointly agree on clear definitions and the ability to effectively verify compliance (all of which are difficult in the context of AI development). Finally, international courts are often slow, reactive to specific cases and non-expert on technologies. Effective international law regimes on new, emerging technology have historically relied on a range of ingredients, including an ability to anticipate and agree, to some extent, on the path and applications of development, an ability to agree on definitions of the technology and the ability to effectively verify compliance. Many or all of these ingredients will not apply in the context of many AI systems, suggesting that this technology will lead to disruption of that order.

This may not inhibit international law from carrying out legal developments to resolve all situations of legal uncertainty,\textsuperscript{150} but it may do so in some key
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cases (eg, arms control of destabilising AI systems).\footnote{151} and such situations may leave semi-permanent ‘holes’ in international law. While perhaps not an existential threat to international law, such holes are likely to impede effective governance and undercut the legitimacy of the global legal order in the eyes of the public.

Before proceeding to the ‘hard’ version of AI-driven legal destruction, it is important, briefly, to compare this version of ‘soft’ legal destruction with the notion of legal obsolescence covered in our earlier discussion of legal development in Part III(A). It might be argued, for instance, that there is a lot of conceptual overlap between (a) an international legal regime being rendered \textit{obsolete} because technological change now ensures that it is no longer needed, that some of its assumptions are no longer justifiable, or that it is no longer cost-effective to enforce (legal development) and (b) a new technology having certain features that make it operationally or politically intractable to achieve adequate international regulation, ensuring legal erosion (destruction).\footnote{152} In some sense, the two indeed overlap, or can be seen as reverse faces of the same coin: for instance, it is a (perhaps the) basic assumption of any prospective legal regime that regulation is in fact politically and operationally possible. If that assumption is no longer justified for a new technology, then the resulting situation can be understood as legal \textit{obsolescence} with respect to existing legal frameworks, and as legal \textit{erosion} (or soft legal destruction) with respect to any future or extended legal frameworks which might have been considered to fill the place: the old is no longer fit to serve, but the new is out of reach. However, drawing out the conceptual distinctions between these categories remains complex, and would be a valuable future extension of this model.

## 2 Legal Decline: AI as Political Threat to International Law

Finally, there is a ‘hard’ version of the argument that AI will drive legal destruction. This is grounded in the idea that, especially at the international level, technological change can alter core conditions or operational assumptions, not just of specific international laws or provisions, but in the scaffolding of entire legal frameworks. This relates to a more general point: as Remco Zwetsloot and Allan Dafoe have pointed out, when we examine risks from AI, we implicitly or explicitly bucket problems as coming from either ‘accident’ or ‘misuse’.\footnote{153} However, they argue that this dichotomy should be expanded to also take stock of a ‘structural perspective’.\footnote{154} Rather than just examining how new technology can afford agents with new capabilities — that is, new opportunities for (mis)use — this perspective asks us to consider how the introduction of AI systems may unwittingly shape the environment and incentives (the ‘structure’) in which decision-makers operate.\footnote{155} As an example, they refer to the prominent historical
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interpretation of the origin of the First World War as at least partly deriving from the specific operational or logistical features of the contemporary European railroad system — features such as tight mobilisation schedules, which promoted or required rapid, all-or-nothing mass mobilisation decisions over more muted moves and which therefore, paradoxically, reduced states’ manoeuvre room and pitched the dominos of general war. In a like manner, certain use of AI could ‘unintentionally’ and structurally shift states’ incentives — possibly creating overlap between offensive and defensive actions, thus driving security dilemmas; creating greater uncertainty or space for misunderstanding; or generally making the inter-state dynamic appear more like a winner-take-all dynamic — in ways that create opportunity for conflict, escalation and crisis.

As such, the ‘hard’ argument for legal destruction holds that the deployment of AI capabilities may lead to a relative decline of the global legal system, as the capabilities afforded by these AI systems gradually shift the environment, incentives, or even values of key states. For instance, AI systems might strengthen the efficacy of more authoritarian states vis-a-vis more liberal ones, accelerate the current trend towards state unilateralism, or feed into the perceived ‘backlash’ against international law and multilateralism. One rationale here is that whatever benefits a state believed it previously secured through engagement in, or compliance with, international law (eg, security, domestic legitimacy, soft power or cooperation), if it now perceives (whether or not correctly) that it might secure these goals unilaterally through application of AI, this may erode the broader legitimacy and regulatory capacity of international law. For instance, governments might be tempted (and, perhaps, warranted) to believe that, in the near-term future, they might be able to achieve internal security through AI surveillance capabilities, domestic legitimacy through computational propaganda (rather than through public adherence to human rights norms) or global soft power through predictive modelling of other states’ negotiation strategies (rather than reciprocal engagement and compromise). Such prospects are particularly frightening given that the powerful states — on whose (at times fickle) acquiescence much of the operation of, for instance, UN bodies, might currently depend — are also leaders in developing such AI capabilities.

All this is not to say that the prospect of unilateral AI power is the only force eroding international law’s multilateralist ‘hardware’ (institutions) or ‘software’ (norms), nor that it is a decisive force or even that its effects might be irresistible or irreversible. However, in so far as we are seeing an erosion of the foundations of international law, AI may speed up that decline — with all that this entails.

IV CONCLUSION

Does international law compute? How could ‘globally disruptive’ AI affect the institutions, instruments and concepts of the global legal order? I have discussed ways in which applications of AI may drive legal development, disruption or displacement within the system of international law.
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Specifically, I have argued that while many of the challenges raised by AI could, in principle, be accommodated in the international law system through legal development, features of the technology suggest that it will, in practice, be destructive to certain areas or instruments of international law. This ensures that there appears to be a large risk of practical erosion of certain international law structures as a result of practical and political difficulties introduced by AI systems.

The prospects for legal displacement appear more chequered. Extensive automation of the negotiation or adjudication processes of international law seems somewhat unpromising, as does substituting a technologically based system of regulating states’ behaviour through non-normative behaviour control. Nonetheless, it appears plausible that more modest applications of AI may strengthen international law in areas such as monitoring, enforcement, or the development of better scientific models and a more refined evidence base to guide diverse governance initiatives.

This article has examined ways that AI challenges a state-based global legal system. However, one angle that I have under-examined is the reverse face, which concerns the possible sources of these threats — the actors (states, but also non-states) that use AI to challenge, disrupt or alter the global legal system. Such an examination would be an important complement to the picture presented here. All of this has a range of implications both for the governance of AI, as well as for general understandings of the interactions between transformative technological change and extant global legal orders.